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A single-stage production–inventory system produces parts in a make-to-stock mode, and unsatisfied demand is backordered. The
system operates under a so-called base stock with WIP cap replenishment policy, which works as follows. Whenever the Work-In-
Process (WIP) plus finished goods inventory falls below a specified level, called base stock, a replenishment order for the production
of a new part is issued. If the WIP inventory is below a different specified level, called WIP cap, the order goes through and a new
part is released for production; otherwise, the order is put on hold until the WIP inventory drops below the WIP cap. First, it is
shown that the optimal base stock that minimizes the long-run, average, inventory holding cost for a given minimum customer
service level, is a non-increasing function of the WIP cap that reaches a minimum value, called minimum optimal base stock, at a
finite WIP cap value, called critical WIP cap. Then, it is shown that the optimal WIP cap is less than or equal to the critical WIP
cap and therefore the optimal base stock is greater than or equal to the minimum optimal base stock. More interestingly, however,
it is conjectured that the optimal WIP cap is in fact exactly equal to the critical WIP cap and therefore the optimal base stock is
exactly equal to the minimum optimal base stock. The minimum optimal base stock is none other than the optimal base stock of
the same system operating under a classical base stock policy (with no WIP cap). Finally, the optimal parameters of a system
operating under a base stock with WIP cap policy are related to the optimal parameter of the same system operating under a make-
to-stock CONWIP policy.

1. Introduction

We consider a single-stage production–inventory system
that operates in a make-to-stock mode. The system con-
sists of a manufacturing facility where parts are pro-
cessed, and an output store where finished parts are
stored. Parts in the manufacturing facility are called
Work-In-Process or WIP, and parts in the output store
are called Finished Goods or FG. We make the following
assumptions:

1. There is an infinite supply of raw parts and a single
type of parts produced.

2. Demands for FG inventory arrive randomly, one at a
time.

3. Demands that are not satisfied immediately from FG
inventory are backordered and are called Backordered
Demands or BD.

4. There is no setup cost or setup time for placing an
order to the manufacturing facility.

5. There is no limit on the number of orders that can be
placed per unit time. FG inventory levels are followed

continuously, and replenishments of FG inventory
may be ordered from the manufacturing facility at any
time.

Under the above assumptions there is no incentive to
replenish FG inventory by anything other than a con-
tinuous review, one-for-one replenishment policy. For
such a system, Rubio and Wein (1996) proposed and
analyzed a classical base stock replenishment policy, ac-
cording to which, whenever the inventory position of the
output store (i.e., WIPþ FG� BD) falls below a speci-
fied level, called base stock, a new part is released into the
manufacturing facility. A replenishment policy that has
attracted considerable attention is the make-to-stock
analog to a CONWIP policy proposed by Spearman et al.
(1990). According to this policy, whenever the inventory
in the system (i.e., WIPþ FG) falls below a specified
level, a new part is released into the manufacturing
facility (e.g., see Veach and Wein, 1994). Tardif and
Maaseidvaag (2001) proposed and studied an adaptive
make-to-stock CONWIP policy, according to which, the
level of inventory in the system that triggers the release of
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a new part into the manufacturing facility is allowed to
change depending on the inventory and backorder levels.
Motivated by the base stock and the make-to-stock

CONWIP policies, both of which depend on a single
parameter, we focus on a slightly different two-parameter
replenishment policy, which we call ‘‘base stock with WIP
cap’’ policy. According to this policy, whenever the in-
ventory position of the output store (WIPþ FG� BD)
falls below a specified level, called base stock, an order for
the release of a new part in the system is issued. If the
WIP inventory is below a different specified level, called
WIP cap, the order goes through and a new part is re-
leased into the manufacturing facility; otherwise, the or-
der is put on hold until the WIP inventory drops below
the WIP cap.
More specifically, in a single-stage production–inven-

tory operating under a base stock with WIP cap policy, a
base stock, S, and a WIP cap, K, are established for the
output store and the manufacturing facility, respectively.
The system starts with S parts in FG inventory and no
backorders or outstanding orders for FG inventory.
Whenever a demand arrives, it is either satisfied from FG
inventory, or is backordered, if there is no FG inventory
on hand. At the same time, a replenishment order is
placed to the manufacturing facility. After a replenish-
ment lead time, during which a stock-out may occur, the
replenishment order is received at the output store. Until
it is received, however, it is considered to be an out-
standing order. As in the classical base stock policy, the
inventory position of the output store (i.e., outstanding
ordersþ FG� BD) remains always equal to S. The re-
plenishment order is released immediately into the pro-
duction floor if there are fewer than K outstanding orders
ahead of it in the form of WIP. Otherwise, it is put on
hold until the number of outstanding orders ahead of it
drops below K. This way, the WIP inventory always re-
mains at or below K. At any time, the number of out-
standing orders is equal to WIP plus the number of orders
on hold. Clearly, at any time, the number of outstanding
orders depends only on K and not on S.
The base stock with WIP cap policy described above,

which will henceforth be called ‘‘ðK; SÞ policy’’ for short, is
not new. In fact it is equivalent to the generalized kanban
policy proposed by Buzacott (1989) and Zipkin (1989),
where the WIP capping is achieved by requiring that every
part entering the manufacturing facility be granted one of
K kanbans or production authorization cards.
In the past, several methods have been employed to

analyze and compare make-to-stock production–inven-
tory systems operating under various control policies.
Federgruen and Zipkin (1986a,b) studied the structure of
the optimal policy for a single-stage production–inven-
tory system. Spearman (1992) used stochastic ordering
arguments to compare customer service in pull produc-
tion systems. Veach and Wein (1994) employed dynamic
programming to compute the optimal control policy for a

make-to-stock production–inventory system consisting of
two stations in tandem and compared it to several pa-
rameterized pull control policies. One of their results was
that base stock policies are never optimal for such a
system. Karaesmen and Dallery (2000) followed the same
approach to analyze more complicated parameterized
policies than those considered in Veach and Wein (1994),
including the ðK; SÞ policy. Bonvik et al. (1997) used
simulation and compared classical parameterized policies
with a hybrid kanban-CONWIP control policy in a four-
machine tandem production line. Rubio and Wein (1996)
followed on a long line of queuing theory-based research
to analyze production–inventory systems that operate
under a classical base stock policy. Frein et al. (1995)
modeled production–inventory systems that operate un-
der a ðK; SÞ policy as open queueing networks with re-
stricted capacity and employed approximate analysis to
evaluate their performance. Duri et al. (2000) compared
base stock, kanban and generalized kanban policies for
production–inventory systems consisting of one, two,
three and four stages, using approximation techniques.
Liberopoulos and Koukoumialos (2001) used simulation
to evaluate the performance of single-stage and two-stage
production–inventory systems operating under produc-
tion–inventory policies that are modified so as to benefit
from advance demand information. Zipkin (2000, Sec.
8.8.2) compared base stock, kanban and generalized
kanban policies applied to a two-stage production–
inventory system, where each stage consists of a single
server. Finally, Kapuscinski and Tayur (1999) reported
on recent advances in discrete time, single part type, ca-
pacitated systems.
In all of the above works, the main emphasis was on

developing methods for evaluating and comparing the
performance of different pull control policies. In some of
these works it was demonstrated numerically that the
ðK; SÞ policy outperforms the classical base stock policy
and the make-to-stock CONWIP policy. This is not
surprising since the classical base stock policy and the
make-to-stock CONWIP policy are special cases of
the ðK; SÞ policy. What remain difficult to compute are
the optimal parameters of the ðK; SÞ policy because no
exact analytical solution for the performance evaluation
of the ðK; SÞ policy exists.
Clearly, there is a trade-off between the WIP cap and

the optimal base stock. Namely, the lower the WIP cap,
the higher the loss in effective production capacity and
therefore the higher the optimal base stock to compensate
for this loss, if the goal is to achieve a given minimum
customer service level (percentage of demands filled from
stock) with minimum inventory holding costs. But what
are the characteristics of the overall optimal WIP cap and
base stock values, and how do these optimal values relate
to the optimal parameters of the classical base stock and
make-to-stock CONWIP policies? These are the ques-
tions that we set out to answer in this paper.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we describe the ðK; SÞ policy, and we present some
special cases of it as well as properties of its dynamics and
steady-state measures. In Section 3 we present properties
of the optimal parameters of the ðK; SÞ policy and in
particular how they relate to the optimal parameters of
the classical base stock policy. We also state an important
conjecture. The validity of this conjecture is further in-
vestigated in Section 4. In Section 5 we relate the optimal
parameters of a system operating under a ðK; SÞ policy to
the optimal parameter of the same system operating un-
der a make-to-stock CONWIP policy. Finally, we draw
conclusions in Section 6. The proofs of the propositions
stated in Sections 2–4 are given in the Appendix.

2. Single-stage production–inventory systems operating
under a ðK;SÞ policy

To describe a single-stage make-to-stock production–
inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ policy, we use
the following notation:

IðtÞ = FG inventory at time t;
DðtÞ = backordered demands or BD at time t;
MðtÞ= outstanding orders in the form of WIP at time t;
OðtÞ = outstanding orders on hold at time t;
NðtÞ = outstanding orders at time t;
AðtÞ = WIP-slack (or free kanbans) at time t.

It is easy to show that the following relations hold for
t � 0 (Liberopoulos and Dallery, 2000):

MðtÞ þ OðtÞ ¼ NðtÞ; ð1Þ
MðtÞ þ AðtÞ ¼ K; ð2Þ
AðtÞ � OðtÞ ¼ 0; ð3Þ

NðtÞ þ IðtÞ � DðtÞ ¼ S; ð4Þ
IðtÞ � DðtÞ ¼ 0: ð5Þ

The following special cases of a single-stage ðK; SÞ
policy are worth noting (Liberopoulos and Dallery, 1995,
2000):

1. When K ¼ 1, no order is ever put on hold; therefore
OðtÞ ¼ 0 and NðtÞ ¼ MðtÞ. The resulting policy is
equivalent to a classical single-stage base stock policy.

2. When K ¼ S, an order is released in the manufacturing
facility only if there is at least one part in FG inven-
tory at the time of a demand arrival. This means that
an order is released in the manufacturing facility only
when a part from FG inventory is consumed. The
resulting policy is equivalent to a classical single-stage
kanban policy, which is also equivalent to a make-to-
stock CONWIP policy (Spearman et al. 1990).

3. When K < S, an order is released in the manufacturing
facility if there are more than S � K parts in FG in-
ventory at the time of a demand arrival. The resulting

policy is equivalent to a single-stage reserve-stock
kanban (Buzacott, 1989) or local control policy
(Buzacott and Shanthikumar, 1993).

4. When K > S, an order is released in the manufacturing
facility if there are fewer than K � S backorders at the
time of a demand arrival. The resulting policy is
equivalent to a single-stage backordered kanban policy
(Buzacott, 1989), which is also equivalent to a single-
stage extended kanban policy (Dallery and Libero-
poulos, 2000).

It is easy to see that in a single-stage production–
inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ policy, NðtÞ, as
well as its components, MðtÞ and OðtÞ, only depend on K
and not on S. This fact and Equations (1) – (5) imply that
if the sample path of NðtÞ for a given K, denoted NKðtÞ, is
known, then the sample paths of MðtÞ and OðtÞ for the
same K, denoted MKðtÞ and OKðtÞ, respectively, and the
sample paths of IðtÞ and DðtÞ for the same K and any
finite S, denoted IK;SðtÞ and DK;SðtÞ, respectively, can be
easily obtained by setting:

MKðtÞ ¼ min K;NKðtÞ½ 
; ð6Þ
OKðtÞ ¼ max 0;NKðtÞ � K½ 
; ð7Þ
IK;SðtÞ ¼ max 0; S � NKðtÞ½ 
; ð8Þ
DK;SðtÞ ¼ max 0;NKðtÞ � S½ 
: ð9Þ

Equations (6)–(9) imply that in a single-stage produc-
tion–inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ policy,
if the steady-state pdf of the process NKðtÞ; t � 0f g,
PðNK ¼ iÞ, i ¼ 0; 1; . . . , exists and is known for a given
value of K, then the steady-state pdfs of the processes
MKðtÞ; t � 0f g, IK;SðtÞ; t � 0

� �
and DK;SðtÞ; t � 0

� �
, for

the same value of K and any bounded value of S, can be
easily obtained by setting:

PðMK ¼ iÞ ¼ PðNK ¼ iÞ; i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;K � 1; ð10Þ
PðMK ¼ KÞ ¼ PðNK � KÞ; ð11Þ
PðIK;S ¼ 0Þ ¼ P ðNK � SÞ; ð12Þ

PðIK;S ¼ iÞ ¼ P ðNK ¼ S � iÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S; ð13Þ
PðDK;S ¼ 0Þ ¼ PðNK  SÞ; ð14Þ

PðDK;S ¼ iÞ ¼ PðNK ¼ S þ iÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . : ð15Þ
The significance of equalities (10) – (15) is that the

computational burden of optimizing K and S rests on
optimizing K only, as was first noted in Frein et al. (1995)
and subsequently in Liberopoulos and Dallery (1995).
The production capacity of a single-stage production–

inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ policy is de-
fined as the throughput of the manufacturing facility
when it is operated under a release policy that keeps the
WIP in the manufacturing facility constant and equal to
K (Frein et al. 1995). The production capacity, therefore
depends only on K and not on S. Let THK denote the
production capacity when the WIP cap is equal to K
(Frein et al. 1995).
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In the rest of this paper we make the following as-
sumptions.

1. NKþ1ðtÞ  NKðtÞ; for t � 0 and K � 0; ð16Þ
2. THK is an increasing, concave function of K, such that

TH0 ¼ 0 and TH1 < 1;
3. THK > k, for K � Kmin, where Kmin < 1 and k is the

average demand rate.

The above assumptions are not very restrictive and
hold under fairly general conditions (e.g., when the
manufacturing facility exhibits ‘‘max-plus’’ behavior).
The first assumption states that the number of out-
standing orders at time t is a non-increasing function of
K. The second assumption implies that the manufacturing
facility has a finite production capacity. Finally, the third
assumption guarantees that there exists a finite minimum
value of K, Kmin, such that if K � Kmin, the system is
stable, i.e., it has enough production capacity to meet the
demands in the long-run. For example, if the manufac-
turing facility contains m machines in series having iid
exponentially distributed processing times with identical
processing rate l, the production capacity of the system is
given by l=½1þ ðm� 1Þ=K
, in which case TH1 ¼ l
(Frein et al. 1995).
The following proposition, which follows from (10)–

(16), demonstrates the effect of K and S on the long-run
average values of NK , OK , MK , IK;S and DK;S .

Proposition 1. In a single-stage production–inventory sys-
tem operating under a ðK; SÞ policy, EðNKÞ, EðOKÞ and
EðDK;SÞ are decreasing in K, whereas EðMKÞ and EðIK;SÞ
are increasing in K. Moreover, EðDK;SÞ is decreasing in S,
whereas EðIK;SÞ is increasing in S.

The proofs of Proposition 1 and all propositions that
follow are in the Appendix. The insight behind Proposi-
tion 1 is that although the total replenishment time of an
outstanding order and the fraction of the replenishment
time that the order spends being on hold are decreasing in
K, the remaining fraction of the replenishment time that
the outstanding order spends in the form of WIP is in-
creasing in K due to the increased congestion in the sys-
tem at higher values of K. Proposition 1 is validated
numerically in Frein et al. (1995).
In the following section we present several properties of

the optimal values of K and S when the objective is to
minimize the long-run average cost of holding inventory
for a given minimum customer service level.

3. Properties of the optimal values of K and S in single-
stage production–inventory systems operating under a
ðK;SÞ policy

In this section we show some important properties of the
optimal WIP cap and base stock values of single-stage

production–inventory systems operating under a ðK; SÞ
policy. More specifically, we show that there is a trade-off
between the WIP cap and the optimal base stock and that
this trade-off holds for up to a certain finite critical WIP
cap value (Proposition 2). Then, we show that the opti-
mal WIP cap and base stock lie in the region where this
trade-off holds (Proposition 3). This means that the op-
timal WIP cap is less than or equal to the critical WIP
cap. More interestingly, however, we conjecture that the
optimal WIP cap is in fact exactly equal to the critical
WIP cap (Conjecture 1). This implies that the optimal
base stock is exactly equal to the optimal base stock of
the same system operating under a classical base stock
policy. But let us take things one at a time.
We consider a typical optimization problem where the

objective is to find the values of K and S that minimize
the long-run average cost of holding inventory, for a
given customer service level (fraction of demands filled
from stock) in a single-stage production–inventory sys-
tem operating under a ðK; SÞ policy. We choose this
formulation because it has particular appeal to practi-
tioners. The service level is defined as the probability that
upon arrival, a demand will find non-zero FG inventory.
Under Poisson demand this probability is equal to
PðIK;S > 0Þ (by the PASTA property), which by (12) is
equal to P ðNK < SÞ. More specifically, the optimization
problem is to find the values of K and S which minimize
the long-run average cost of holding inventory,

CðK; SÞ ¼ h½EðMKÞ þ EðIK;SÞ
; ð17Þ
subject to PðNK < SÞ � PF;

where

h = cost of holding one part in WIP or FG inven-
tory per unit time;

PF = customer service level or fill rate (fraction of
demands filled from FG inventory).

Notice that the cost function CðK; SÞ given by (17) is
increasing in S since, by Proposition 1, EðIK;SÞ is in-
creasing in S. This means that the optimal value of S for
a given K, S�K , is the smallest integer S that satisfies

PðNK < SÞ � PF: ð18Þ
S�K is independent of h and may take any integer value in
the interval ½1;1
, depending on PF. More specifically,
S�K ¼ 1, if PF  PðNK ¼ 0Þ, whereas S�K ! 1 as PF ! 1.
Inequality (16) implies that

PðNKþ1 < SÞ > PðNK < SÞ; for K � Kmin and S > 0;

ð19Þ
which together with (18) further imply that

S�Kþ1  S�K ; for K � Kmin: ð20Þ
The insight behind inequality (20) is that in a single-

stage production–inventory system operating under a
ðK; SÞ policy, S�K is non-increasing in K, i.e., there is a
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trade-off between theWIP cap and the optimal base stock.
Proposition 2 that follows states that this trade-off holds
for up to a certain finite critical WIP cap value. The op-
timal base stock corresponding to the critical WIP cap is
equal to the optimal base stock of the same system oper-
ating under a classical base stock policy with no WIP cap.

Proposition 2. For a production–inventory system operat-
ing under a ðK; SÞ policy, there exists a finite WIP cap,
called critical WIP cap and denoted Kc ðKmin  Kc < 1Þ,
such that S�K ¼ S�1, for K � Kc, where S�1 ðS�1 � 1Þ is
called the minimum optimal base stock and is equal to the
optimal base stock for the same system operating under a
classical base stock policy (i.e., a ðK; SÞ policy with
K ¼ 1).

The insight behind Proposition 2 is that increasing the
WIP cap beyond a finite critical value, increases the
congestion in the manufacturing facility but does not
increase the average FG inventory enough to warrant a
further decrease in the optimal base stock.
Proposition 3 that follows states that the optimal WIP

cap is less than or equal to the critical WIP cap and
therefore the optimal base stock is greater than or equal to
the minimum optimal base stock, i.e., the optimal base
stock for the same system operating under a classical base
stock policy.

Proposition 3. In a single-stage production–inventory sys-
tem operating under a ðK; SÞ policy, the optimal WIP cap,
K�, and the optimal base stock, S�, satisfy Kmin  K�  Kc

and S� � S�1 � 1, respectively.

The insight behind Proposition 3 is that in the region
where there is no trade-off between WIP cap and optimal
base stock, it is costly to increase the WIP cap. This is
because increasing the WIP cap only increases the con-
gestion in the manufacturing facility without causing a
decrease in the optimal base stock; therefore, the optimal
WIP cap and base stock must be in the region where there
is a trade-off between WIP cap and optimal base stock.
Moreover, Proposition 3 implies that, although the

optimal base stock of a classical base stock policy is a
lower bound for the optimal base stock of the ðK; SÞ
policy, the classical base stock policy itself (i.e., a ðK; SÞ
policy with K ¼ 1) is never optimal, since the optimal
WIP cap of the ðK; SÞ policy is at or below Kc, which is
finite. This was also shown in Veach and Wein (1994) for
the particular case of a system consisting of two stations
in tandem.
Proposition 3 is quite helpful because it provides an

upper bound on the optimal WIP cap. The question that
remains unanswered, however, is how much smaller is the
optimal WIP cap K� than Kc and therefore how much
larger is the optimal base stock S�, than S�1? Numerical
experimentation reported by Duri et al. (2000), Karaes-

men and Dallery (2000), Zipkin (2000 Sec. 8.8.2) and
Liberopoulos and Koukoumialos (2001) indicates that
the optimal WIP cap is in fact exactly equal to the critical
WIP cap and therefore the optimal base stock is exactly
equal to the minimum optimal base stock. This result is
stated in the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1. In a single-stage production–inventory sys-
tem operating under a ðK; SÞ policy, the optimal WIP cap,
K�, and the optimal base stock, S�, satisfy K� ¼ Kc and
S� ¼ S�1, respectively.

The insight behind Conjecture 1 that in the region
where there is trade-off between WIP cap and optimal
base stock, it is profitable to increase the WIP cap in
exchange for a decrease in the optimal base stock;
therefore, the WIP cap should be increased as much as
possible until it reaches the border between the region
where there is a trade-off between WIP cap and optimal
base stock and the region where there is no such trade-off.
Increasing the WIP cap any further would be costly by
Proposition 3.
Conjecture 1 brings to light the essence of the role of

the base stock. Namely, in a production–inventory sys-
tem that operates in a make-to-stock mode, the base
stock of FG inventory represents finished parts that must
be ‘‘blindly’’ produced ahead of time, i.e., before any
demands have arrived to the system, in order to meet
a required minimum customer service level. ‘‘Blindly’’
producing parts is a necessary but very costly thing to do
to meet the required customer service level under uncer-
tain demand. For this reason the optimal base stock
should be as low as possible as long as the customer
service level constraint is not violated. The minimum
optimal base stock is attained when a part is released in
the system immediately after the arrival of a customer
demand to the system, i.e., when the system is operating
under a classical base stock policy. Moreover, from
Proposition 2 and Proposition 3, the same minimum
optimal base stock is attained at a lower cost when the
system is operating under a ðK; SÞ policy and the WIP cap
is equal to the critical WIP cap. Therefore, the optimal
WIP cap should be equal to the critical WIP cap and the
optimal base stock should be equal to the minimum op-
timal base stock. This means that, although the classical
base stock policy is not optimal, the optimal base stock of
the classical base stock policy is optimal.
The numerical results reported in Liberopoulos and

Koukoumialos (2001) further suggest that the long-run
average cost increases more dramatically as K decreases
away from Kc than it does as K increases away from Kc.
This means that it is more costly to underestimate the
WIP cap relatively to its conjectured optimal value Kc

than to overestimate it. Of course, as K ! 1, the long-
run average cost approaches Cð1; S�1Þ, i.e., the cost of
the optimal classical base stock policy.
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The difficulty in proving Conjecture 1 comes from the
fact that no analytical expression for the steady-state pdf
of NK exists, except for a very simple system in which the
manufacturing facility consists of a single workstation
with one or more parallel machines. For such a system it
is trivial to show that the optimal WIP cap is equal to the
number of machines in the workstation. Despite this
difficulty, in the following section we will investigate the
validity of Conjecture 1 for any system for which the
general assumptions stated in Section 2 hold.

4. Investigation of Conjecture 1

To investigate Conjecture 1, we will examine the condi-
tions under which the inequality

CðKc; S�Kc
Þ ¼ CðKc; S�1Þ  CðKc � 1; S�1 þ 1Þ
¼ CðKc � 1; S�Kc�1Þ; ð21Þ

holds, where it is assumed that S�Kc�1 ¼ S�1 þ 1. Proving
inequality (21) would imply that Kc and S�1 are the op-
timal parameters since, by Proposition 3, K�  Kc and
S� � S�1. To do this, we need to derive expressions for the
cost differences CðK; S þ 1Þ � CðK; SÞ and CðK; SÞ�
CðK � 1; SÞ, for any K > Kmin and S > 0.

After substituting PðMK ¼ iÞ, PðIK;S ¼ iÞ and
PðDK;S ¼ iÞ from (10) – (15), rearranging terms and per-
forming some algebraic manipulations, CðK; SÞ in (17)
can be written as

CðK; SÞ ¼ h
XK
i¼1

iPðMK ¼ iÞ þ
XS
i¼1

iPðIK;S ¼ iÞ
" #

;

¼ h
XK�1

i¼1

iPðNK ¼ iÞ þ KPðNK � KÞ
"

þ
XS�1

i¼0

ðS � iÞPðNK ¼ iÞ
#
;

¼ h K þ
XS�1

i¼0

PðNK  iÞ �
XK�1

i¼0

PðNK  iÞ
" #

: ð22Þ

Equation (22) implies that for any K > Kmin and S > 0
the following holds:

CðK; S þ 1Þ � CðK; SÞ ¼ hPðNK  SÞ; ð23Þ

Equations (23) and (24) imply that for any K > Kmin and
S > 0 the following holds:

which, for K ¼ Kc and S ¼ S�1, becomes (as seen in
Equation (26)).
In order for inequality (21) to hold, we need to prove

that the right-hand side of Equation (26) is non-negative.
Unfortunately, as we already mentioned above, to do this
we need to know the steady-state pdf of NK , a formidable

CðK; SÞ � CðK � 1; SÞ ¼

h P ðNK�1 � KÞ þ
PS�1

i¼K
PðNK  iÞ � PðNK�1  iÞ

� �
; K < S;

h P ðNK�1 � KÞ½ 
; K ¼ S;

h P ðNK�1 � KÞ �
PK�1

i¼S
PðNK  iÞ � PðNK�1  iÞ

� �
; K > S:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð24Þ

CðK � 1; S þ 1Þ � CðK; SÞ ¼ CðK � 1; S þ 1Þ � CðK � 1; SÞ þ CðK � 1; SÞ � CðK; SÞ;

¼

h PðNK�1  SÞ � P ðNK�1 � KÞ �
PS�1

i¼K
PðNK  iÞ � PðNK�1  iÞ

� �
; K < S,

h PðNK�1  SÞ � P ðNK�1 � KÞ½ 
; K ¼ S,

h PðNK�1  SÞ � P ðNK�1 � KÞ þ
PK�1

i¼S
PðNK  iÞ � PðNK�1  iÞ

� �
; K > S;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð25Þ
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task. However, there is a fairly broad class of systems for
which we are able to prove that the right-hand side of
Equation (26) is non-negative without explicitly knowing
the steady-state pdf of NK . This is given by the following
result.

Proposition 4. In a single-stage production–inventory sys-
tem operating under a ðK; SÞ policy, if Kc > S�1 and
PF � 0:5, then CðKc; S�1Þ  CðKc � 1; S�1 þ 1Þ.

The insight behind Proposition 4 is that in systems for
which the optimal ðK; SÞ policy is a backordered kanban
or extended kanban policy (i.e., a ðK; SÞ policy with
K > S) and the customer service level is at least 50%, then
inequality (21) holds, and this implies Conjecture 1. Al-
though Proposition 4 is somewhat restrictive, it is still
quite powerful because it holds for any system for which
the general assumptions stated in Section 2 hold.
In this following and final section we will relate the

optimal parameters of a ðK; SÞ policy to the optimal pa-
rameter of a make-to-stock CONWIP policy.

5. A property of the optimal CONWIP level in single-
stage production–inventory systems operating under a
make-to-stock CONWIP policy

In Section 1 it was mentioned that in a production–
inventory system operating under a make-to-stock
CONWIP policy, whenever the total inventory in the
system (WIPþ FG) falls below a certain level, say G, a
new part is immediately released into the manufacturing
facility. This means that the total inventory in the system
always remains constant and equal to G. In Section 2, it
was further mentioned that a single-stage production–
inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ policy with
K ¼ S is equivalent to the same system operating under a
make-to-stock CONWIP policy with constant (WIP þ
FG) level G, i.e., K ¼ S ¼ G. The following result relates
the optimal constant (WIPþ FG) level of the make-to-
stock CONWIP policy, G�, to the optimal parameters of
the ðK; SÞ policy.

Proposition 5. Let K�and S�be the optimal WIP cap and
base stock, respectively, in a single-stage production–
inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ policy. Let G� be
the optimal constant (WIP + FG) level in the same system
operating under a make-to-stock CONWIP policy (i.e., a
ðK; SÞ policy with K ¼ S ¼ G�). We have the following
results. If K� > S�, then S� < G�  K�. If K� < S�, then
K� < G�  S�. Finally, if K� ¼ Kc (and therefore S� ¼
S�1) and Kc < S�1, then G� ¼ S�1.

The insight behind Proposition 5 is that the optimal
constant (WIP + FG) level in a single-stage production–
inventory system operating under a make-to-stock
CONWIP policy is between the optimal WIP cap and the
optimal base stock of the same system operating under a
ðK; SÞ policy. Moreover, if the optimal ðK; SÞ policy for
the same system is a reserve-stock or a classical kanban
policy (i.e., a ðK; SÞ policy with K�  S�) and Conjecture
1 holds, i.e., K� ¼ Kc and S� ¼ S�1, then the optimal
constant (WIP + FG) level of the make-to-stock CON-
WIP policy is equal to the optimal base stock of the
classical base stock policy.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, first we showed that in a single-stage pro-
duction–inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ poli-
cy, the optimal base stock that minimizes the long-run,
average, inventory carrying cost for a given minimum
customer service level, is a non-increasing function of the
WIP cap that reaches a minimum value, called minimum
optimal base stock, at a finite WIP cap value, called
critical WIP cap. This means that there is a trade-off
between the WIP cap and the optimal base stock and that
this trade-off holds for up to a certain finite critical WIP
cap value. Then, we showed that the optimal WIP cap is
less than or equal to the critical WIP cap and therefore
the optimal base stock is greater than or equal to the
minimum optimal base stock. This means that the opti-
mal WIP cap and base stock are in the region where there
is a trade-off between WIP cap and optimal base stock.

CðKc � 1; S�1 þ 1Þ � CðKc; S�1Þ ¼ CðKc � 1; S�1 þ 1Þ � CðKc � 1; S�1Þ þ CðKc � 1; S�1Þ � CðKc; S�1Þ

¼

h PðNKc�1  S�1Þ � PðNKc�1 � Kc �
PS�1�1

i¼Kc

PðNKc
 iÞ � P ðNKc�1  i

" #
; Kc < S�1,

h PðNKc�1  S�1Þ � PðNKc�1 � KcÞ
 �

; Kc ¼ S�1,

h PðNKc�1  S�1Þ � PðNKc�1 � KcÞ þ
PKc�1

i¼S�1

PðNKc
 iÞ � PðNKc�1  i

" #
; Kc > S�1.

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð26Þ
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More interestingly, we conjectured that the optimal WIP
cap is in fact exactly equal to the critical WIP cap and
therefore the optimal base stock is exactly equal to the
minimum optimal base stock (Conjecture 1). This mini-
mal optimal base stock is the optimal base stock of the
same system operating under a classical base stock policy.
Finally, we related the optimal parameters of a system
operating under a base stock with WIP cap policy to the
optimal parameter of the same system operating under a
make-to-stock CONWIP policy.
The insight behind Conjecture 1 is that in the region

where there is trade-off between WIP cap and optimal
base stock, it is profitable to increase the WIP cap in
exchange for a decrease in the optimal base stock;
therefore, the WIP cap should be increased as much as
possible until it reaches the border between the region
where there is a trade-off between WIP cap and optimal
base stock and the region where there is no such trade-off.
Increasing the WIP cap any further would be costly.
We showed why this conjecture, which is supported by

numerical results in Duri et al. (2000), Karaesmen and
Dallery (2000), Zipkin (2000, Sec. 8.8.2) and Liberopou-
los and Koukoumialos (2001) may hold for a broad class
of systems in which the optimal ðK; SÞ policy is a back-
ordered kanban or extended kanban policy (i.e., a ðK; SÞ
policy with K > S) and the minimum customer service
level is at least 50%. An issue that deserves further in-
vestigation is whether this conjecture also holds for pro-
duction–inventory systems with more than one stage.
Numerical results in Liberopoulos and Koukoumialos
(2001) suggest that it does.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. First, consider a single-stage
production–inventory system operating under a ðK; SÞ
policy with WIP cap K ¼ k þ 1 and base stock S; call this
system A. Then, consider the same physical system op-
erating under the same ðK; SÞ policy but this time with
WIP cap K ¼ k and the same base stock S, where
k � Kmin; call this system B. Inequality (16) implies that
EðNKþ1Þ < EðNKÞ. Moreover, (7) and (16) imply that

Okþ1ðtÞ ¼
ð7Þ

max½0;Nkþ1ðtÞ � ðk þ 1Þ
  max½0;Nkþ1ðtÞ � k



ð16Þ

max½0;NkðtÞ � k
 ¼ð7ÞOkðtÞ; for t � 0;

which further implies that EðOKþ1Þ < EðOKÞ. Similarly,
(8), (9) and (16) imply that Dkþ1;SðtÞ  Dk;SðtÞ and
Ikþ1;SðtÞ � Ik;SðtÞ, for t � 0, which implies that
EðDkþ1;SÞ < EðDk;SÞ and EðIkþ1;SÞ > EðIk;SÞ, respectively.
It is more difficult to show that EðMkþ1Þ > EðMkÞ be-

cause (6) and (16) do not imply that Mkþ1ðtÞ � MkðtÞ, for
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t � 0. Instead, in this case we note that although the nth
order is released into the manufacturing facility and de-
parts from it earlier in system A than in system B, the
difference in the departure times of the nth order in the
two systems is smaller than the difference in the release
times of the same order in the two systems because of
queueing delays in the manufacturing facility. This means
that on the average an order will spend more time in the
manufacturing facility in system A than in system B,
which implies that EðMkþ1Þ > EðMkÞ.
Finally, from (8) and (9) it follows directly that Ik;Sþ1ðtÞ

� Ik;SðtÞ and Dk;Sþ1ðtÞ  Dk;SðtÞ for t � 0, which implies
that EðDk;Sþ1Þ < EðDk;SÞ and EðIk;Sþ1Þ > EðIk;SÞ. j

Proof of Proposition 2. Inequality (19) implies that PðN1
< SÞ > P ðNK < SÞ or, equivalently, that

PðN1 < SÞ ¼ PðNK < SÞ þ eK;S ;

for any finite K � Kmin and S > 0; ðA1Þ
for some eK;S , where eK;S satisfies 0 < eK;S < 1,
limS!1 eK;S ¼ 0 and limK!1 eK;S ¼ 0.
From (18) it follows that the optimal base stock for

K ¼ 1, S�1, satisfies PðN1 < S�1Þ � PF and PðN1 < S�1
�1Þ < PF. This implies that there exist two numbers, eþ1
and e�1, where 0  eþ1 < 1 and 0 < e�1 < 1, such that
PðN1 < S�1Þ � PF ¼ eþ1 and PðN1 < S�1 � 1Þ � PF ¼
�e�1. After substituting PðN1 < S�1Þ and PðN1 <

S�1 �1Þ from (A1) and rearranging terms, the above ex-
pressions can be rewritten as PðNK < S�1Þ � PF ¼ eþ1
�eK;S�1 and PðNK < S�1 � 1Þ � PF ¼ �ðe�1þ eK;S�1�1Þ < 0.
Since limK!1 eK;S ¼ 0, for S > 0, there must exist a

finite, critical value of K, Kc, such that eK;S�1  eþ1, for
K � Kc (except in the degenerate case where eþ1 ¼ 0). This
implies that PðNK < S�1Þ � PF ¼ eþ1 � eK;S�1 � 0 and
PðNK < S�1 � 1Þ � PF ¼ �ðe�1 þ eK;S�1�1Þ < 0, for K � Kc.
This, in turn, implies that S�1 is the smallest integer such
that P ðNK < S�1Þ � PF, for K � Kc, which means that S�1
is the optimal base stock for K � Kc, i.e., S�K ¼ S�1, for
K � Kc. j

Proof of Proposition 3. Proposition 1 and Proposition 2
imply that

CðK; S�KÞ ¼ðProp:2Þ
CðK; S�1Þ >

ðProp:1Þ
CðKc; S�1Þ

¼ðProp:2Þ
CðKc; S�Kc

Þ; for K > Kc:

Therefore, K�  Kc. From (20) this further implies that S�

¼ S�K� �
ðProp:3Þ

S�Kc
¼ S�1. j

Proof of Proposition 4. Suppose that Kc ¼ S�1 þ D, where
D is some positive integer (e.g., 1, 2, . . .). Then, (26) im-
plies that

CðKc � 1; S�1 þ 1Þ � CðKc; S�1Þ;

¼ h PðNKc�1  S�1Þ � PðNKc�1 � S�1 þ DÞ þ
XS�1þD�1

i¼S�1

PðNKc
 iÞ � PðNKc�1  iÞ

2
4

3
5;

¼ h PðNKc�1 < S�1 þ 1Þ þ PðNKc�1 < S�1 þ DÞ � 1þ
XS�1þD�1

i¼S�1

PðNKc
 iÞ � PðNKc�1  iÞ

2
4

3
5;

¼ h 2� P ðNKc�1 < S�1 þ 1Þ þ P ðS�1 þ 1  NKc�1 < S�1 þ DÞ � 1þ
XS�1þD�1

i¼S�1

PðNKc
 iÞ � PðNKc�1  iÞ

2
4

3
5;

¼ h 2� P ðNKc�1 < S�Kc�1Þ þ PðS�1 þ 1  NKc�1 < S�1 þ DÞ � 1þ
XS�1þD�1

i¼S�1

P ðNKc
 iÞ � PðNKc�1  iÞ

2
4

3
5;

� h 2� PF þ P ðS�1 þ 1  NKc�1 < S�1 þ DÞ � 1þ
XS�1þD�1

i¼S�1

PðNKc
 iÞ � PðNKc�1  iÞ

2
4

3
5;

� h ð2Þð0:5Þ � 1þ PðS�1 þ 1  NKc�1 < S�1 þ DÞ þ
XS�1þD�1

i¼S�1

PðNKc
 iÞ � PðNKc�1  iÞ

2
4

3
5;

> 0;
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where we have used the fact that PðNKc
 iÞ�

PðNKc�1  iÞ > 0 from (19). j

Proof of Proposition 5. A single-stage production–
inventory system operating under a make-to-stock
CONWIP policy with constant (WIPþ FG) level G, is
equivalent to the same system operating under a ðK; SÞ
policy with K ¼ S ¼ G. From (22), it follows that the
long-run average cost of holding inventory in a single-
stage production–inventory system operating under a
make-to-stock CONWIP policy with constant (WIP
þFG) level G is given by CðG;GÞ ¼ hG. This means that
the optimization problem related to the make-to-stock
CONWIP policy is to minimize

CðG;GÞ ¼ hG

subject to PðNG < GÞ � PF:

Clearly, since the cost function C (G ,G) is increasing in G,
the optimal constant (WIPþ FG) level G, G�, is the
smallest integer that satisfies

P ðNG < GÞ � PF: ð28Þ
From (18) and (19), the optimal parameters K�and S�

of the ðK; SÞ policy satisfy

PðNK < SÞ � PF; for K � K� and S � S�;

PðNK < SÞ < PF; for Kmin  K  K� and S < S�;

and for Kmin  K < K� and S  S�:

This means that if K� > S�, then PðNG < GÞ � PF, for
G � K�, and PðNG < GÞ < PF, for Kmin  G  S�, which
by (18) implies that G� is an integer that satisfies
S� < G�  K�.
It also means that if K� < S�, then PðNG < GÞ � PF,

for G � S�, and P ðNG < GÞ < PF, for G  K�, which by

(18) implies that G� is an integer that satisfies
K� < G�  S�.
Finally, if K� ¼ Kc and S� ¼ S�1, (18) and (19) and

Proposition 2 imply that the optimal parameters Kc and
S�1 of the ðK; SÞ policy satisfy

PðNK < SÞ � PF; for K � Kc and S � S�1;

PðNK < SÞ < PF; for Kmin  K and S < S�1
and for Kmin  K < Kc and S  S�1:

This means that if Kc < S�1, then P ðNG < GÞ � PF, for
G � S�1, and PðNG < GÞ < PF, for G < S�1, which by (18)
implies that G� ¼ S�1. j
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